
WANT GBT 
TO DELIVER THIS 
EXPERIENCE FOR 

YOUR TRAVELERS? 

Speak to a 
GBT Consultant 

for details.
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*Travelers who book through American Express Global Business Travel may receive free in-room Wi-Fi, according to contractual agreements and availability.

To speak with a GBT Consultant, visit https://www.amexglobalbusinesstravel.com/contact/

Who doesn't want easy, stress-free business trips? Meet our new seamless travel experience 
from American Express Global Business Travel (GBT). Check out this GBT service experience 

example to see how effortless your travelers' next business trip can be!

BUSINESS TRAVEL MADE EASY 

Jason arrives at his hotel without delay 
and takes advantage of the free in-room 
Wi-Fi, a bene�t of booking through GBT.* 
Jason also continues to earn his hotel 
loyalty points that get him access to 
upgrades and more on future stays!

PERKS & 
REWARDS           
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On the way to the airport, Jason uses 
the Amex GBT Mobile App to share 
his itinerary with his manager and his 
wife, checks in for his �ight. When his 
gate changes, he gets a message 
telling him where to go.

ON-THE-GO 
ACCESS
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When a snowstorm threatens to throw 
o� his trip, Jason gets a message from 
a GBT travel advisor. She o�ers to 
rebook him on an earlier �ight so he 
can avoid the bad weather.

PROACTIVE 
SUPPORT
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!

Jason’s plans change. He calls GBT, 
and a travel advisor greets him by 
name. With access to his pro�le, 
she quickly o�ers new options, based 
on his preferences and trip history.

PERSONALIZED 
SERVICE
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From hundreds of airlines  to 
thousands of hotels (whether boutique 
or brand), Jason chooses what works 
for him. Plus, he gets the best available 
prices with GBT's rate assurance.

CHOICES 
& SAVINGS
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He logs in to the GBT traveler site to 
book an upcoming trip to LA, where 
he can lock in his entire itinerary  
in just a few clicks.

SIMPLE 
BOOKING

2
BOOK

Jason, a sales manager, registers with 
GBT and sets up his travel pro�le to 
indicate his travel preferences, so GBT 
can deliver a tailored travel experience.

QUICK & 
EASY SETUP
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